Sektor Pendant

Sektor Pendant, featuring a distinctive carved slip-cast design, is a collaboration between Jowdy Studio and artist Nathan Lucas. Available in three standard finishes including raw (semi-opaque) porcelain, black glazed porcelain, and black glazed striped porcelain. The pendant interior is either left unglazed or finished with a matte or glossy glaze. Features black powder coated steel hardware. Total light length specified upon order.

**DIMENSIONS**

Pendant Shade: 12”H x 5”W x 5”D

**VARIANTS**

- Raw Porcelain Exterior and Interior (Semi-Opaque)
- Black Glazed Porcelain Exterior and Interior
- Black Glazed Stripe on Raw Porcelain with Gloss Interior

**FINISH OPTIONS**

Specify variant and light length upon order. Custom exterior and interior glazes /finishes available.

**DESIGNER**

Jowdy Studio

**LEAD TIME**

Approx. 6-10 Weeks

**CERTIFICATIONS**

UL Listed for Indoor Use

**MADE IN U.S.A.**

Pittsburgh, PA

Derry, PA

MONMADE.ORG | INFO@MONMADE.ORG
Black Glazed Stripe on Raw Porcelain with Gloss Interior (Left)
Black Glazed Porcelain Exterior and Interior (Middle)
Raw Porcelain Exterior and Interior (Right)